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Soaring above Western Australia: we need a new approach to get more of a share
in the global space industry. Flickr/NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, CC BY-
NC

Australia has had an active civil space program since 1947 but has much
to learn if it is to capture a bigger share of growing billion dollar global
space industry.
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The potential size and scope of the Australian space sector compares
well against several other space nations, notably the United Kingdom and
Canada. But both those nations have more effective space sectors that
are centrally administered by a single government body, whereas
Australia space activities are not strategically managed by a central
entity.

In particular the UK has recently adopted an agency approach to
managing civil space activities, after decades of committee
administration. There are lessons for Australia in the approach that the
UK took in creating its agency.

Australia's space exploits

Australian civil space activities are currently overseen by the Department
of Industry's Space Coordination Office (SCO), which last year replaced
the Space Policy Unit. The SCO is tasked with coordinating all of
Australia's national and international civil space activities.

Working in conjunction with the SCO is the Space Licensing and Safety
Office (SLASO) which implements regulatory and safety regimes for
space activities within Australia or involving Australian contributions in
international programs.

The SCO drafted the Satellite Utilisation Policy, Australia's most recent
space-focused government policy. Its original intent was to develop a
policy that will:

[…] articulate a comprehensive national space strategy and facilitate
better coordination of space activities across Government.

But the realised policy falls short of being a space policy, as it considers
only the use of space-derived data in the Australian context.
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http://www.space.gov.au/SpaceLicensingSafetyOffice/Pages/default.aspx
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It does however highlight Australia's dependency on internationally
provided space data (for weather forecasting, land management and
position and navigation services).

It also hints at Australia's vulnerability in securing the continuation of
these services, as most are provided free through time-limited
international agreements.

These government bodies exist to facilitate the activities in space of
outside parties. They do not initiate or manage space programs in their
own right, and have no capacity to sponsor such programs.

Our failings in space

Australia's approach to space activities is passive and regulatory. It does
nothing to create or grow them to take advantage of new opportunities.

In fact, this passive strategy may even put off Australian efforts to keep
up with international competition.

There are two basic areas of the space sector where Australia is failing:

1. strategic oversight and development of nationally important
space services

2. strategic investment to exploit a growing multi-billion dollar
space market

To support the first, Australia needs a space agency, and for the second
it needs a space program. To see how this might be implemented, the
recent UK experience provides a good case study.

Lessons from the UK
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Prior to 2010, the British National Space Centre (BNSC) was
responsible for coordinating the UK's civil space activities, serving a
similar role to Australia's SCO.

Towards the end of its life the BNSC was beginning to show several
failings in approach and operation. Notably it lacked a unified view and
approach, coordination across its remit, and the independence to make
strategic policy.

Collectively it managed a budget for space activities, but the application
of this budget was decided through consensus across its partners. This
resulted in a splintered set of supported programs and a series of lost
opportunities for the UK and its domestic activities.

Within the UK there had been increasing pressure from space industry
leaders for better government support. To support their cause the
domestic space industry collectively set up and funded the Case for
Space, an economic study that demonstrated the value of the space
industry to the UK economy.

This set in motion a government-led investigation called the Space
Innovation and Growth Strategy (Space IGS). This studied in more detail
the size and health of the domestic space industry, identified the civil
space stakeholders and investigated areas in most need of support and
growth.

A share of the space market

Core to the findings of the Space IGS was that UK needed a space
program with the one primary goal – to capture 10% of the global space
market and have a centralised government agency to deliver it.

The 10% goal is an important stake in the ground. It sets out a
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https://www.stfc.ac.uk/resources/pdf/case-for-space.pdf
http://www.parliamentaryspacecommittee.com/media/publications/Space%20IGS%20Main%20Report.pdf


 

requirement for growth and forces the government to approach the
industry as an economic asset. Shortly after, the UK Space Agency
(UKSA) was formed.

The agency was set up very quickly to precede the 2010 general election.
Its initial funding and responsibilities were transferred directly from the
BNSC, allowing the transition to take place with little to no extra
spending.

The agency has been much more effective than the BNSC. In the last
four years there has been more support for industry, more technology
development, and simplified and expanded access to satellite data. The
UKSA has also allowed more strategic participation in larger
international (mainly European Space Agency (ESA)) programs.

Most importantly, in working towards growing the UK civil space
market the UKSA has helped set up programmes that are assisting
established space businesses, aiding the establishment of new ones and
helping the agency meet the targeted 10% market share.

What should Australia do?

Looking at the performance of the UKSA in its first few years, and
considering the similarities of the BNSC and the SCO, it is clear
Australia could be getting much more out of its space industry.

The space industry is a rapidly growing market averaging a yearly
growth rate of 7.5%. It is expected to grow from a A$322 billion to
A$722 billion industry over the next 20 years.

Australia has so far captured only about A$1.2 billion or just 0.37% of
the existing market.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk-space-agency
http://www.esa.int/ESA
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/298362/igs-action-plan.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/298355/size-and-health-report-oct-2012.pdf


 

Of this potential extra A$400 billion future market it is expected that
new activities will make up a significant portion. This future market is
likely to comprise downstream use of new satellite data (positioning,
navigation, earth imaging) along with upstream opportunities in the area
of small satellites, consumer electronics in space and space tourism.

This is to the advantage of high tech countries with less of an established
space industry, as this market will depend less on established
infrastructure and businesses, and more on innovation and technology
transfer.

But failure to engage with this now will lose Australia the ability to
compete in this market in the future.

Learning from the UK process, the key steps to consider for a
centralised civil space agency in Australia would be:

1. carry out a government initiated Space IGS-style report on
Australian space activities, built on the studies already performed
under the Australian Space Research Program

2. define a clear vision and set achievable goals for the industry
3. review agency models for the best fit for the Australian situation
4. act on it – consolidate space budgets and assign appropriate

authority to the agency (additional government funding is not a
prerequisite)

5. develop a space policy to support the goals of the agency

In the UK, the space industry pushed for the formation of the UKSA
mostly as a reaction against the inadequacies of the BNSC and lost
commercial opportunities. The end result was a more efficient and more
decisive agency with far reaching benefits across the industry, academia
and government.
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In Australia, the space industry is showing a growing appetite for this.
The Space Industry Association of Australia (SIAA) is preparing a
strategic document examining its vision for the Australian space industry
in the near future.

Additionally there are a growing number of start-ups (Sabre Astronautics
, LaunchBox, etc) and support networks (DeltaV) targeting space
opportunities.

This could all be done in a more proactive manner. The opportunity
exists to see the benefits of a strategic agency promoting a consistent
agenda, to best take advantage of the changing nature of the space
industry.

This story is published courtesy of The Conversation (under Creative
Commons-Attribution/No derivatives).
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